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Street Smart Joe: 2018 OTS! 🌞🤑 
From the desk of Mike Long, coming to you from sunny 🌞  Southern California! 

Item #1: Joe just cut loose with an exciting 7-min preview of Greg & his OTS. 

Authority + Lead Gen + DFY Links 
Here’s the scoop:
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Cassidy is driving us from Los Vegas, to San Diego, so I can write 
this, to the Pendry hotel as I write this, where we’re meeting with 
Stephen Floyd, Fletch, Josh Beechraft and a host of OMG’ers.

Our event starts at 8:00 and we’re being joined by OMG legends 
Scott Shaff and Jake Tanner. Billy Gene will be there too, and 
Greg Writer! If you’re in the area make sure to come!

Speaking of San Diego, with the official start of OMG No Holds 
Barred 2018 and Director’s Cut 2018 about 1-month away…

…Joe Marfoglio and Greg Morrison are getting ready to cut loose 
with what promises to be the most exciting Over The Shoulder 
series that OMG has ever offered.

And that’s saying a ton considering the incredible history of Over 
The Shoulder training that we’ve done.
 
I gave the progression in OMG Weekly Rundown: Issue #11.

This year what’s white hot is you’re seeing Greg’s Discounted 
Done For You links on display…

…As Greg and Joe build out a site that they’ve already ranked 
Page 1 for keywords for…drumroll… San Diego!

And just days ago they captured page 1 in Los Angeles too!

That’s because for the first time ever we’re building an 
AUTHORITY site…

….And it’s a lead gen site - the pay per call model where you’re 
getting valuable contractor leads, and selling those leads on a per 
lead basis to local top service companies.

…What’s also new is you’re getting every gig, every script, and 
every template Joe used to build the site out!

…What remains the same is this is over the shoulder site, step by 
step, notching left out as Joe and Greg call their shot at take a site 
all the way from idea to money-getting.

Over the Shoulder training like this is what made OMG famous 
because it’s invaluable to our members.

And also because what you’re seeing is the swagger of our team.
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Item #2: 🌊🤑
Amazon Over the 
Shoulder Added 

For 2018!💰  

Speaking of swagger, 
Hurricane  Liz Herrera is 
about 1-week away from 
releasing Amazon 
Hurricane, Starting from 
Scratch and Building a 
Six-Figure or a Seven-
Figure Brand. 

Now we’ve got breaking 
news from Liz, that she’s 
adding an Amazon Over 
the Shoulder training 
series for 2018. 

Liz has shown off an 
incredible array of 
products that she’s made 
millions from in her 
training.  

But this time she’s upping 
the ante and you’re going 
to see it Over the 
Shoulder as it rolls out! 

Amazon Hurricane is 
included in Director’s Cut 
2018. It’s also available 
for purchase for those 
who don’t have DC 2018.

http://www.omgmachines.com/issue11
http://omgmachines.com/insider
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Item #3 & 4: As I mentioned earlier I’ve got Los Vegas at my back as we speed towards San Diego. 

Reason why is there was a fair number of players in Vegas for Grant Cardone’s 10x event, and people 
asked me to join. 

I took a lengthy meeting with Tai Lopez and ecomm player Greg Writer. 

After that meeting I headed to get a bite to eat. 

As I walked from the coffee cafe at the front of Mandalay Bay to Strip Steak in the food court I was 
stopped by OMG’er Johnny Chen. 

John let me know that he’s hit $17,000 per month with his agency. 

And his new wife showed off her beautiful diamond ring Johnny’s agency money got. 

Less then a minute later Herman stopped me 
to give me his earnings report - he’s now up 
to $17,000 per month. 

Then he introduced me to one of his ecstatic 
clients, who owns a film studio in Miami. 

Because OMG is all about Win Win Win 
situations were everybody comes out ahead 
in a big, big way - which makes things a heck 
of a lot more fun! 

I posted both earnings reports on Instagram! 

Brendan Monahan made a great earnings 
report post about one of his few clients that 
has struggled to turn the free traffic Brendan 
is getting him into paychecks. 

Brendan came to the rescue with a new 
client site re-design. And a handsome $4000 
payday to show for it. 

Item #5: Before we went to Vegas Cassidy 
and I spent Wednesday, Thursday and 
Friday in San Fransisco. 

I had several lengthy meetings with underground online marketing superstar Alex Mehr. Those who 
have heard of Alex and who know of the success of his Mentor Box education program may be 
surprised to hear me describe him as underground.  

What’s underground about Alex is his over the top command of Facebook and Instagram advertising. 
He’s spent over $600,000,000 on Facebook ads! Alex and I recorded several videos together and we 
did a Zoom call with Alex’s members where he explained the frameworks Alex uses that make him 
tower above any competition he’s ever faced since he started dominating Facebook. News to come.
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